PROJECT REVIEW SESSION

Reviewing status of OWASP projects

Presenter: Johanna Curiel
• Project Inventory ...where are we right now?
• More than 100 projects
• Many are incubators
• No clear status - progress on them
• Way too many and complex for one person to review
Technical Project Advisors!

• Advisors are just advisors, not dictators
• Help review projects based on experience and knowledge
• Helped create the criteria
• Provide results to the Project leaders for feedback
• Provide results to the community
Where do we start?
Goals:

• To measure the health and quality of projects
• Provide feedback to project leaders how to improve their projects
• Confirm if they comply with OWASP project guidelines
• Clean up inventory status in case project has become inactive or downgrade
Result’s review

• Grace period for project leaders to adapt and comply with guidelines and behavior

• After grace period, project will be categorized based on results

• Results will be published to the community for feedback
How to review

• Read the guidelines
• Project list:
  https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Category:OWASP_Project
• Read the criteria
• Gather in group of 2 max
• Select a project from any category
• Some criteria need the assistance of developers or programmers
• Ask questions to project leaders for clarification
• Don’t cheat!
Project Assessment criteria instructions

Go to:
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Project_review